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Dear Arvid:
W e want to express our apprecia­
tion to you for sending us the back 
issues of AMERICAN SQUARES. 
They arrived in time and in good 
order. Thanks to you, the distribution 
of these magazines was a big hit at 
graduation time. Our dancers enjoyed 
seeing what your magazine is like and 
we hope the bug has bit them to the 
point o f subscribing to your wonder­
ful periodical.
Carl & Dorothy Brandt 
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Acquaint n e w  d a n c e r s  with 
"SQUARES". Sample copies of back 
issues are free for the asking. Please 
include 3c per copy for postage.
Dear Arvid:
Thanks so much for . . . the op­
portunity to have four complimentary 
issues sent to callers and leaders in 
the Toronto and District Square 
Dance Callers Association. I don’t 
know how the others feel but I have 
enjoyed my copies so much that I 
can’t think of having them stop after 
the next issue, so I am sending my 
$2.50. Keep them rolling to the above 
address. There is no particular part of 
the magazine I can say I enjoy better 
than the rest. Just the whole thing 
from cover to cover is well done, inter­
esting reading, and informative. So 
keep up the good work and we will 
look forward to an enjoyable year of 
reading AMERICAN SQUARES. 
Margaret Hough 
Scarborough, Ont., Canada 
We'll be happy to send four sam ple  
issues of "SQUARES" to members of 
your callers or dancers association. 
Just send us a list of interested people, 
(continued on page 33)
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Fred B a iley , C a lle r 
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flip  instrum ental
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Jo h n n y  Schultz, C a lle r 
Je r ry  Ja c k a  Trio — M usic 
f lip  instrum ental
No. 2003  LP.
ca lled  by M orris S e va d a  
A rizo n a 's  O w n  Ind ian  C a lle r
side No. 1
S a y  H ow dy
Princess S ta r Thru 
Loose Ta lk
Ind ian  Troubles 
C an d y  Store Lady
side No. 2
Little C h ie f Troubles 
O k lah o m a Hills 
Ind ian  Scam bles 
Looking Back
Uga Shonton Specia l
A t Yo u r Favo rite  D eale r N ow
Send 4c for Complete Listing To:
OLD TIMER RECORD CO., Inc.
708 East W eldon A venu e  
Phoenix 14, A rizo n a
June 29, 30 and July 1: Detroit, Mich. 
10th Nat’l. S /D  Convention. Cobo 
Hall.
July 1: Albany, Ore. Circle Eighters’ 
Timber Carnival Jamboree. Albany 
Union H. S. Cafeteria.
July 1: Molalla, Ore. Squaws & Paws 
Buckeroo Jamboree.
July 1: Wiesbaden, Germany. Sum­
mer Jamboree. Elem. School Audit.
July 2-3: Detroit, Mich. 2nd R /D  
Teacher’s Institute. Botsford Inn.
July 4: Oakland, Calif. Folk and S /D  
Fest. Municipal Audit.
July 8: Hinsdale, 111. Post Convention 
W orkshop and Dance. Hinsdale Jr.
H .S.
July 9: Evansville, Ind. 1st Ann. R /D  
Institute. Vanderburg Rural Youth 
Center.
PAT PENDING'S 
THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
They come in pairs 
They come in squares 
Pepped up and feeling gay 
Please, callers smart 
Help them depart 
Enthused, the self-same way.
July 9: Kentfiled, Calif. Square and 
F /D  Fest. San Rafael H .S.
July 8 and 9: Dayton, Ohio. Miami 
Valley R /D  - Frank Hamilton. Com­
munity Club Pavilion.
July 13: Longview, Tex. Festival.
July 16: San Francisco, Calif. Folk and 
S /D  Fest. Kezar Pavilion, Golden 
Gate Park
July 16: Wabash, Ind. Wabash W hirl. 
Honeywell Audit.
July 20: Tillamook, Ore. Trail Dance.
July 21-23: Astoria, Ore. 5th Oregon 
State S /D  Fest.
July 23: Camp Hill, Pa. 1st Ann. 
Knothead Convention. Ranchland.
July 27-29: Augusta, Ga. Augusta 
Promenade. Bell Audit.
July 29: San Antonio, Tex. San A n­
tonio S /D  Assoc. Summer Jambo­
ree.
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Yes, ladies, order the new Hinote line of fine 
square dance shoes. They are made especially for 
square dance people.
FESTIVALS
S oft g lov e  lea th er 
w ith  e la stic  tops. 
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leather sole with a 
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drawstring or elastic 
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ribbon tie shoes have a 
built-in wedge. Black, 
white, red, Q r
blue or pink ’PO.UD




Perfect with squaw 
dresses. The m oc has 
a built-in wedge with 
full soft leather sole. 
B lack , w h ite , red ,
blue or $5.45pink 
Gold or silver $9.45
THE HINOTE 
BALLET
Light in weight with 
th ree -qu arters  soft 
leather soles. Draw­
string tops hold the 
shoes firmly in place. 
B lack , w h ite , red , 
blue or <t>o
pink °
Gold or silver $5.95
ALL STYLES: SIZES 3 to 10 -  A A A A  to D
t
Hinote square dance shoes are sold by mail. You can order direct from Hinote 
by sending your flat shoe size, the style of shoe and an outline of your right 
foot. Please add 35? for handling and mailing.
J
Mole
c r e a t i o n s
E
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Haying enough nerve to get up in 
front o f people and call to a record 
or a band isn’t the only qualification 
for a square dance caller. Or perhaps 
we should say, "isn’t the only qualifi­
cation for a first-rate caller.” The 
really good square dance caller has 
this qualification, but along with this 
are the more important qualities that 
make him a first-rate caller or tops 
in his field.
The superior caller has sincerity of 
purpose. T o achieve this quality he 
has made a study of square dancing 
as a recreational activity, and has 
carefully noted the position o f the 
caller —  as a leader, instructor, pro­
gram director, MC, and a caller —  in 
square dancing.
Talent is one of the most important 
qualities of the first-rate caller. He 
must have a pleasing voice, a definite 
sense of rhythm, and be able to stay 
on pitch. Along with these, he must 
have the sense o f design that enables 
him to see patterns and figures. Not 
only natural talent is important, but 
also the acquired talents of disposition 
and education.
The first-rate caller must have a 
knowledge of music, and a knowledge 
o f dancing of all types —  square, 
round, contra, circle, and couple.
T o put himself across in the best 
possible way, the good caller must be
able to use his P.A. systems and the 
acoustics in the best possible way. For 
the sake of clarity he must be able 
to master the arts o f enunciation, 
breath control, command, the use of 
patter, pitch, the choice of words, and 
the sound of confidence.
If the caller doesn’t have rhythm, 
you can bet that the dancers w on’t 
either. To have rhythm the caller 
must be able to recognize the down­
beat, the upbeat, and phrasing and its 
relation to calling and figures. Tim ing 
and tempo are extremely important 
to the caller.
If the caller wants the dancers to 
enjoy themselves he must have a 
knowledge of the construction of the 
dance, the natural sequences, and sing­
ing calls. Bend to the wishes of your 
group and learn which type of danc­
ing they prefer.
The successful caller has learned to 
skillfully design his program for the 
enjoyment o f his dancers. He has 
learned the arts of variety, timing, 
opening and closing his evening, the 
tricky balancing of old and new, and 
the inclusion of breaks and fillers. He 
is a public relations master with the 
dancers, and with other callers.
The tips in this article when put to 
wise use will improve your calling, 















Most contra dancers will know that 
about the commonest way to start a 
contra is, "head couple and every 
other couple cross over” . Lady W al­
pole's Reel, Lady Of The Lake, Green 
Mountain Volunteers and Haymaker’s 
Jig are some very well-known ex­
amples; and recently invented contras 
nearly all start in this way.
W hen we turn to the really old con­
tras —  the ones with a long tradition­
al past, such as Hull’s Victory, Pa- 
tronella, Moneymusk, Sackett’s Har­
bor and so on —  we find that they do 
not have this initial cross-over.
If we take an interest in the coun­
try dances of England and Scotland 
(which are the contra’s parents and 
cousins respectively), we find that 
the cross-over is very rare —  the best- 
known and most typical, traditional 
English country dances are all minus 
the cross-over —  Morpethrant, Steam 
Boat, Soldier’s Joy, Bonnets of Blue, 
Bonny Breast-knot, and so on.
W e can go right back to the his­
torical country dances found in 17th 
and 18th century collections (dances 
like the Geud Man of Ballingigh) and 
the same holds true. Active couples 
normally start on the "proper” side. 
And the cross-over start is so rare in 
Scotland that the Royal Scottish Coun­
try Dance Society never expects its 
devotees to fall into this formation —  
whenever a dance has a cross-over 
start, the music begins with an extra 
chord, and during this chord the first 
couple crosses over.
The reason for the lack of cross-over 
in the older contras is not hard to 
find. First, let me remind the reader 
of one more well-known fact —  al­
though, when contras first were print­
ed about 1650 they were danced in 
various formations, all formations ex­
cept one rapidly died out. That one 
was the standard, "longways for as 
many as w ill” , with the men on one 
side and the women on the other.
This remained standard from  just 
before 1700 to well after 1800, and 
this is a long time in the history of
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the dance. This formation was popu­
lar, of course, because it is a very ef­
ficient way of constructing a dance: 
an easily-remembered sequence of ( us­
ually) four figures builds up, by the 
way in which ''active” and "inactive” 
couples move up and down the set, 
into a reasonably substantial dance.
But after the hundred-odd years 
had passed there blew what Harold 
MacMillan would no doubt call a 
"wind of change” . About 1820 other 
formations sprang up. One was the 
formation originally known (and 
still known in Scotland) as Circassian 
Circle, but later known in New Eng­
land as Sicilian Circle (since W orld 
W ar II the English have also called it 
Sicilian C ircle).
However, the one which concerns 
us here is called "Ecossoise” or "Ecos- 
saise” , and is simply the standard long­
ways formation with the first couple 
on "im proper” sides. Of course, this 
was too slight a variation to survive 
under a separate name, and the various 
ecossoises were absorbed in the gener­
al repertoire of contras.
New England seems to have had 
more of the "go  ahead” spirit than 
Britain at about this time (the idea 
of having every other couple active 
at the start, instead of having only the 
very first couple active and making 
the others wait while the action per­
colates down the line, is American; it 
has not reached Scotland yet) and I 
think this accounts for the greater 
number o f cross-over contras in New 
England.
The Scots seem to have been not 
only too conservative to have intro­
duced many of these, but actually to 
have turned dances which would be 
natural ecossoises into standard con­
tras. T w o dances which, it seems to 
me from a study of their figures, must 
have originally been ecossoises are 
"Teviot Brig” and "Rothesay Country 
Dance” .
Let us consider "  "Teviot Brig” in 
detail. The dance consists o f three 
figures as follows (the turn will be
found under the name "Pivot Bridge” 
in M. M. Cole’s 1,000 Fiddle T u n es):
1. First couple turn with right 
hands; ending in each other’s 
places.
2. First man and second woman 
turn once-and-a-half with left 
hands; the other two the same at 
the same time. Then half a 
ladies-chain.
3. Foussette, dancers ending in their 
original sides.
Thus the middle part of the dance 
takes place with the active couple 
crossed-over: to manage this they have 
to do an odd half-turn in the first 
part; e.g. they turn 2l/z times in the 
eight measures. And to get back at 
the end, they have to dance a very un­
orthodox poussette.
Thus, just as a linguist can recon­
struct, say, proto-Polynesian by study­
ing anomalties in present-day Hawai­
ian, Maori, and the like, so I think 
one can reconstruct an original "T e ­
viot Brig” which is easier, more natur­
al and (I ’ve tried it) more pleasant 
to dance than the existing one.
The words "ecossaise” and "ecos­
soise” are, of course, respectively 
French and Old French for "Scottish” . 
It is natural, then to wonder whether 
this formation came from Scotland. A  
little research shows that, in spite of 
the name, it did not.
The ecossoise first appeared in print 
in an English book, G.M.S. Olivers’, 
The Modern Dancing Master, 1822. 
This was the first book to contain Cir­
cassian Circles and a number o f other, 
similar, formations with foreign- 
sounding names like Mescolanzes, 
Swedish dances, Spanish dances and 
so on. These dances have nothin 
whatever to do with Circassia, Sweden, 
Spain, and so on. The names are quite 
fanciful, like the "French” in "French 
Cricket” or "French Toast” ; and pre­
sumably the same applies to the ecos­
soise. The ecossoise did not contain 
any characteristically Scottish figures, 
and was not danced with Scottish 
steps.













Square dancing is a friendly recrea­
tion. From the time o f its earliest be­
ginnings to the present it has brought 
many varied groups o f people to­
gether. For the past few years, it has 
even been helping to cement some 
international relations!
An important topic in many conver­
sation circles today is the People T o 
People program. This program was 
inaugurated by former President Ei­
senhower at one of his W hite House 
Conferences and present plans by 
President Kennedy have brought this 
worthy program into the foreground.
One of the committees under the 
PTP (as the People T o People pro­
gram is abbreviated) is the Hobbies 
Committee. A  very important part o f 
the Hobbies Committee is the W orld 
Tape Pals, o f which Lee A. Waddell is 
a prominent member. (See March, 
1961 AMERICAN SQUARES)
Mr. Waddell uses tapes to teach 
folk  and square dancing in foreign 
countries. Copies of his tapes are 
sent to teachers. One example of the 
magnitude of this program is the 
fact that 85 copies of his tape were 
made available to teachers in New 
Zealand.
Lee conceived the idea of teaching 
by tape in the winter o f 1954-55. Be­
fore the initial shipment o f a tape 
overseas, he first tried it out on a class, 
and decided that there was little d if­
ference in whether the teacher or the 
tape gave the instructions. Looking 
through his W orld Tape Pals D i­
rectory, Lee discovered that Phillip G. 
Mitchell, and his wife Nancy, of Moo- 
nah, Tasmania were interested in 
square dancing. This initial exchange 
o f tapes began his program o f teach­
ing square dancing by tape.
As time passed, it was soon evident 
that the proper way to develop the 
system was to have a representative in 
each country with a set o f master 
tapes, from which copies could be 
made to fill requests. Round dances 
with records and cue sheets were also 
sent to the representatives in each 
country where the dances were being 
taught. At the present time, W orld 
Tape Pals have contacts and exchange 
representatives in more than sixty 
countries.
In each country, the clubs have or­
ganized into associations. In the
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TO PEOPLE
countries where English is not the 
main language, the representative 
speaks English, as well as the native 
language. W hen the English com­
mands are used in the instructions, 
the operator o f the recorder explains 
the steps necessary to do the action. 
They call no hash, and most o f the 
time they associate the dance with a 
particular piece of music.
Not only are square dance instruc­
tions exchanged, but Lee receives 
many other requests and interesting 
bits of information. Many times his 
contacts in the foreign countries w ill 
send the music of their native land. 
"It is quite remarkable’ ’, states Mr. 
Waddell, "to note the similarity in 
the rhythm of the music and dances 
of various countries. All of the dark 
races, that is the black and the brown, 
are very similar. W hen you play them 
together, the dances seem to carry the 
same emotional feeling, especially the 
South Seas and the African continent. 
The Maori seem to be the most peace­
ful sounding of all. The Africans
from all sections of late seem to have 
gained a harsh note of defiance and 
their war chants are very pronounc­
ed.’’
As in this country, the interest in 
clothes for dancing is very high. Mr. 
Waddell gets many requests for the 
American type o f western wear —  the 
girls are interested in the bright 
colored dresses, and the boys want 
big hats.
The enjoyment that people get from 
square dancing is very evident in the 
number of people participating in this 
activity. It has grown by leaps and 
bounds in the United States in the past 
few years, and is now growing at a 
high rate of speed in many countries 
through the W orld Tape Pals and the 
PTP program.
If you would like more information 
on the W orld Tape Pals, or Mr. W ad­
dell’s teaching by tape program, write 
to him in care of AMERICAN 
SQUARES, 2514-16th St., Moline, 
Illinois.
Calling with his 
hand and teaching 
rounds and squares, 
keeps Fred Byrnes 
of H o b a r t ,  Tas- 




H I L T O N  C O M P A C T
BRINGS YOU 
IN  T W O  S M A L L  C A S E S  
ALL T H I S  E Q U I P M E N T
50 W ATT AM PLIFIER , w ith  2 m ike in- 
puts . . . Tone Control on m ikes . . . 
Bass and Treb le  phono com pensation 
. . . V a ria b le  Speed Turn tab le  (Patent 
Pending)
2 — 30 W ATT SPEAKERS
30 W A TT M ON ITO R AM PLIFIER , . , 
Case  fo r 45 rpm Records . . . C ase  fo r 
78 rpm Records . . . Space fo r M icro ­
phone . . . Space fo r Extra  C ab les . . . 
30 WATT MONITOR SPEAKER
Yo u7!! th rill to the m arve lous perfo rm ance of this tiny bundle of pow er. So sm all 
you can ca rry  it in yo u r sports ca r , but w ith  a voice of complete au th ority . 
En joy the convenience of a tru ly  portab le , com pact sound system . O rd e r your 
HILTON CO M PACT TO D A Y from
H I L T O N  A U D I O  P R O D U C T S
4015 Coolidge A venu e  
O a k la n d , C a lif .
Phone: Ke-3-4095
STARCH1N & OUT
By Jim  Knudson, H a yw a rd , C a lif . 
The head two couples square right 
thru
Four hands around, that’s what you 
do
Do-sa-do with the outside two 
Back to back, face ’em again 
W ith an inside out and an outside in 
Bend your backs and do it again 
N ow  star thru, then pass thru 
On to the next a right and left thru 
Turn ’em around and star thru 
See-saw ’round the outside two 
Back to back, face ’em again 
W ith an inside out and an outside in 
Bend your backs and do it again 
N ow  star thru, then pass thru 
On to the next and susie que 
Opposite right and partner left 
Opposite right and partner left like a 
left allemande 
Gents go right in a right and left 
grand . . .
RIP SNORTER
By Nonie M og lia , Castro  V a lle y , C a lif .
One and three, you square thru 
Count four hands, yes, you do 
Circle four with the outside two 
One full turn, don’t cut it short 
The outside two rip and snort 
Facing out, wheel and deal, yes, you 
do
Those in the middle square thru 
Three-quarters do, star thru the 
outside two 
Facing out, wheel and deal, yes, you 
do
Those in the middle square thru 
Three-quarters do, circle four with the 
outside two 
One full turn, don’t cut it short 
The inside two rip and snort 
Forward eight and back you reel 
Pass thru, let’s wheel and deal 
Those in the middle square thru
Three-quarters do, star thru the 
outside two 
Facing out, wheel and deal, yes, you 
do
Those in the middle square thru 
Three-quarters do, do-sa-do the outside 
two
W ith the same two go right and left 
thru
Turn ’em around, left allemande, . . .
THAT OLD G AN G  OF MINE
By Les Gotcher
Record: Black Mountain No. 203 —  
Instrumental/calls by Les Gotcher. 
Opener, Break and Closer:
Allemande left your corner, right hand 
around your own 
The girls star left one time 
Box the gnat and balance, then weave 
that old ring 
And sing Sweet Adeline 
Do-sa-do when you meet her, the gents 
star left around 
Go once around and turn your lady 
with a right hand ’round 
Allemande left your corner, come 
back and promenade 
W ith that old gang of mine.
Figure :
First and third a half sashay, go for­
ward up and back that way 
Then cross-trail, around just one you 
do
Star thru —  pass thru —  around just 
one you go 
Into the middle and circle left you 
know
Whirlaway and star by the right, till 
the corner comes your way 
Swing that corner ’round and ’round, 
then promenade I say 
Oh gee! I ’d give the world to see 
that old gang of mine.
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for 





Record: Top No. 25014 —  Instru­
mental/calls by Chip Hendrickson. 
Opener, Break and Closer:
Allemande left, do-sa-do your partner 
G o back, swing your corner lady 
round
N ow  join hands, make a ring; circle 
left that way 
You circle left and then, you roll- 
away, grand right and left 
T o  Swanee, how I love ya! how I love 
ya
Swing way down in Swanee 
N ow  promenade and you’ll see me no 
more
W hen I get to my Swanee shore. 
Figure:
The heads promenade, sides wheel in 
behind ’em
(Heads promenade outside, sides 
wheel —  Man backing up, as in 
courtesy turn —  to fall in back o f 
heads)
And you promenade down to Swanee 
Head couples wheel around, cross 
trail, left allemande 
G o right and left, and then you start 
a do-pas-o 
In Swanee, how I love ya, how I love 
ya (Keep moving —  partner left, 
corner right, partner left courtesy 
turn)
Four ladies chain that ole ring 
Promenade and you’ll see me no more 
W hen I get to my Swanee shore. 
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for 
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides, 
Closer.)
RED'S ROMP
By John  W ard , A lto n , Kan
Tw o and four go up and back 
Right and left thru across the track 
Couple one only do a half sashay 
The heads go up and back that way 
N ow  half square thru and listen, son 
Again half square thru and on you run 
N ow  star thru when you meet this 
girl
Couple one only Calif, twirl 
Allemande left, etc . . .
PAR TWO
By G eorge V ag tbo rg ,
San D iego, C a lif .
Four ladies chain across the square 
Turn her twice when she gets there 
Then one and three a half square thru 
W ith the sides, a half square thru 
Bend the line, then a half square thru 
Calif, twirl, then a half square thru 
Girl on the right, Calif, twirl 
Girl in front, box the flea 
Girl on the left, right and left thru 
Girl on the right, box the gnat 
Girl on the right, a half sashay 
Girl on the left, left allemande, . . .
DIXIE TRIPPER
By Del C oo lm an, F lint, M ich .
The head two ladies chain to the right 
Turn ’em boys, and hold ’em tight 
Tw o and four go right and left thru 
One and three you do it, too 
Tw o and four pass thru, turn right 
Single file, go ’round one 
Into the middle, dixie chain 
Same girls turn around 
Find the corner, left allemande, . . .
TRIPPER NO. 4
By Del Coo lm an, Flint, M ich.
One and three, right and left thru 
Tw o and four, right and left thru 
One and three, right and left thru 
Tw o and four, the ladies chain 
One and three, the ladies chain 
Tw o and four, star thru 
Substitute, then square thru 
Square thru three-quarters, man 
Count ’em off, left allemande, . . .
IF YOU'RE IN THE MIDDLE
By Bob M cD an ie l, To peka , Kan .
Heads to the middle and back with 
you
Tw o and four a right and left thru 
One and three you square thru 
Three-quarters ’round, then take your 
girl
Promenade left, outside the world 
Halfway ’round and then you two 
Come into the middle and star thru 
If you’re in the middle, just turn 
around
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Split the sides, go around just one 
Come down the middle, cross-trail 
thru, go ’round one 
Come into the middle and box the 
gnat
If you’re in the middle, just turn 
around 
Allemande left, . . .
TWO TIMING GAL
By A! M assaro
Record: Sunny Hills No. 163 —  In­
strumental/calls by Butch Pritchett.
Opener, Break and Closer:
Allemande your corner, your partner, 
you’ll swing 
Swing your lady promenade that ole 
ring
D on ’t stop, don’t slow down, what 
will you do 
Head two couples wheel around 
Right and left through with the two 
you found 
N ow  cross trail find your corners alle­
mande all
Grand right and left until you 
promenade that hall
You promenade her, two timing gal
Cause she just keeps rolling those 
eyes.
Figure:
Head couples forward, come back to 
the ring
Square through four hands round, 
corner you swing
Join hands make a ring, circle you 
know
Whirlaway half sashay grand old 
right and left that way
Do-sa-do your honey, back to back 
now
Swing corner lady, swing her some­
how
You promenade her she’s a two timing 
gal
Cause she just keeps rolling those 
eyes.
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides, 
Closer.)








NEW  JER SEY  SQ UARE DAN CERS7 ASSN
at
Atlantic City, N.J.
SEPTEMBER 2 9 -3 0 , 1961
Brundage Cam pbell
Hotel Chalfonte  —■ Haddon H a ll, Steel P ier Ballroom  
W rite  Today fo r Reservations. N .N .J .S .D  A . Box 56, M etuchen, N .J . 
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m CANADIAN MUSIC SALES CORP.
largest stock in Canada 
58 Advance Road 
Toronto 18, Ontario
•  THE CORRAL
wares for squares 
4664 Seng Road 
M uskegon, M ich ., SW -8-1729
•  DANCE RECORD CENTER
fastest service —  biggest stock 
1159 Broad Street 
New ark 2, N.J. MA-2-0024
•  ENGLE'S S/D & WESTERN SHOP
most complete s/d shop in Midwest 
3701 W. 10th Street 
Ind ianap o lis  22 , Ind. M E-7-3098




•  MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE
send 4c stamp for our new catalog 
P.O. Box 7176 
Phoenix, Arizona
•  MIDWEST RADIO COM PANY
charge accounts invited 
3414-16 W. North Avenue  
M ilwaukee 8, Wis. HI-4-4671
RECORD DEALERS
Order your Square and Round 
Dance Records from Our Centrally  
Located Source of Supply.
SALES 100%  GUARANTEED  
Cali Us Collect on Orders of 
50 Records or More 
PHONE W Oodland 1-4656
Webster Record Distributors
124 West Lockwood Ave.
St. Louis 19, Missouri
New "basics" add variety and interest to square 
dancing. Some become a permanent part of our 
activity, some die a fast death. Each month 
a current proposed "basic" is explained and 
workshopped for your consideration.
CLOSE THE DOOR BASIC
By Gordon B laum , M iam i, F la .
Done from a line o f four. The 
center two will step forward two 
steps as the ends step in behind them. 
If the two lines o f four were facing 
before the command, the result will 
be a double pass thru position.
CLOSE THE DOOR FIGURES
By Gordon B laum , M ia m i, F la .
STUCK DOOR
The head two couples lead to the right 
Circle up four, then make a line 
Forward eight and back once more 
Close the Door, double pass thru 
The Lead two U turn back and 
Square thru three-quarters, Mack 
There’s the corner, left allemande . . .
BROKEN DOOR
Four ladies chain and don’t get sore 
The heads lead right and circle four 
Go forward eight and back that way 
Whirlaway with a half sashay 
Close the Door, then triple star thru 
That’s 1, 2, 3 to a line 
Go forward out and back in time 
Bend the line, cross-trail, man 
Here she comes, left allemande . . .
REPAIRED DOOR
The four little ladies chain across 
Turn ’em, boys, and don’t get lost
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The heads go forward, right and left 
thru
Turn ’em now as you always do 
That same four make a right-hand star 
Turn it around, but not too far 
Back by the left, go ’round and ’round 
Pick up your new  corner with an arm 
around
Star promenade, go ’round the town 
The head gents and the girl with you 
W heel around, two by two 
In lines o f four go up and back 
Close the Door, then look-out, Jack 
Dixie chain across for me 
Girls turn back and box the flea 
Girls turn back, two ladies chain 
Then chain ’em back across the land 
Catch her left, left allemande . . .
COVER TALK
Here it is, convention time, 1961! 
There’s so much to do and see, it seems 
as though there aren’t enough hours in 
a day. W hat was just a blueprint for 
your entertainment is now a reality, 
the fiddlers are tuning up, exhibitors 
are ready to welcome you, and 
Y O U ’RE raring to go! By the way, 
stop by our booth and give us a 
chance to say "H i” ! See you June 29, 
30 and July 1 in Detroit!
DOOR SPREAD
The head two ladies chain across 
Sides swing twice and don’t get lost 
Heads cross-trail and split the ring 
’Round just two and make a line 
Go forward eight and back once more 
Close the Door, double pass thru 
The lead couple left, the next one 
right
Star thru with the first in sight 
Right and left thru, two by two 
Dive through, spread to a line 
Pass thru, arch in the middle, the 
ends turn in 






2581 Piedm ont Road, N. E. 
A tlan ta  5, G a .
m THE RECORD CENTER
order by post card —  we’ll bill you 
3942 W . North A venu e  
Ch icago 47 , III. CA-7-1072
% SQUARE DANCE & RECORD SHOP
clothing and records 
6508 O gden A venu e  
B erw yn , Illino is
m STAR ALL EIGHT RECORDS
complete stock of squares and rounds 
19618 Fenkell 
Detroit 23 , M ich .
9 SQUARE YOUR SETS
serving dancers since 1947
P. O.  Box 262
M oline , Illino is , 764-0153
9 WEAVER'S RECORD SERVICE
all labels in stock 
2246 Beverly Place




Subscription prices increase September 1,1961. 
Renew now for only $2.50 a year (12 issues). 
Save $1.00 — renew for two years at the 
special price of $4.00 (24 issues).
A M E R I C A N  S Q U A R E S
2 5 1 4 -16t h  Street, M oline , III.
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An Assortment of Rounds 
We Think You Wiii Like
"WALTZ-A-ROUND"
by VIO LET and FRAN CIS KIM BLE 
M orro B ay , C a lif
"SIESTA IN SEVILLA"
by M A R YA LICE and JO H N  
HEFENEIDER 
Portland , Oregon 
GR 14026
"SEA BREEZE" (waltz)
by PAUL and ED W IN A G RA VETTE 
O klah o m a C ity , O k la .
"A-LA-CARTY"
by ART and BA R BA R A  C A R TY  
Detroit, M ich .
GR 14027




A Favorite Pair 
For Real Dancing
"BILL BAILEY"
by VERN  SMITH 
D earborn , M ich.
flip  instrum ental 
TOP 25017
'BACK IN YOUR OWN 
BACKYARD"
by CHIP HENDRICKSON  
O ceanside , N .Y . 
flip  instrum ental 
TOP 25018
Manufactured by GRENN, Inc., Box 16, Bath, Ohio
O i T E O  B Y  M A R Y t  B  \ L.L. L Y N N
DREAMY MELODY
By Gene and Ima Baylis
Record: W indsor No. 4667.
Position: Semi-closed, facing LOD.




1*4 FWD Waltz (To Banjo); FWD, Side, 
Close; Dip Back, -; Pivot, 2, 3;
Starting M ’s L waltz 1 meas fwd in 
LOD turning very slightly to face 
ptr (as W  turns L face into banjo 
on ct 3 ) ; M  step fwd on R  to face 
LOD as W  steps bwd on L in LOD, 
step to side in LOD on L (W  turns 
to face ptr steps to side in LOD on 
R ) ,  close R  to L taking CP; dip 
bwd twd COH on L, hold 2 cts; start 
fwd twd wall on R and do a couple 
pivot in 3 steps making a % RF turn 
to end facing LOD in loose CP;
5-8 Twinkle Out; Twinkle In; Twirl 
Crossover; Back, Point, -;
Start L ft do 1 twinkle step diag out 
twd wall M  XIF (W  X I B ) ; start R  
ft do one twinkle step diag in twd 
COH; as W  does 1 full RF spot 
twirl RLR under her R  and M ’s L 
arm, M  crosses L ft twd wall then 
stepping RL turning Vi L face to 
end facing RLOD in semi-closed 
pos (M  now on outside) ;  step back 
on R and point L fwd with slight 
lift, hold 1 ct.
9-16 Rpeat Meas 1-8 in RLOD, End in 
Semi-Closed Pos, Facing LOD,
PART B
17-20 FWD, Hold, -; (W in Front) Hook, 
Turn, - (Twirl to CP); Waltz Turn R; 
FWD, Touch, -;
M  takes short step fwd on L and 
holds 2 cts turning slightly LF as 
he leads W  around in front of him 
twd COH as she takes 3 steps RLR
to face RLOD; M hooks R ft over in 
front of L and pivots LF with 
weight on both feet to end facing 
RLOD as W  does a 1 /2 RF twirl 
under her R and M ’s L arm to CP; 
starting bwd in LOD on L do 1 RF 
turning waltz end facing LOD; step 
fwd on R, touch L beside R, hold 1 
ct.
21-24 FWD W altz, FWD W altz; W altz 
Turn (1/4 LF), Wheel L, 2, 3;
In CP start L ft waltz 2 meas fwd 
in LOD LRL; RLR; do 1 LF waltz 
turning 1 /4  to face COH; in semi­
closed pos W  continues fwd in a 
1/2 CCW wheel around in 3 steps 
LRL as M  waltzes bwd RLR to end 
in semi-closed pos facing LOD.
25-32 Repeat Meas 17-24.
SHORTEE
By Julie and Bert Passerello
Record: Sunny Hills No. 3163
Position: Facing, M ’s back twd COH, 
Ms’ R, W ’s hands joined.
Footwork: Opposite, directions for M.
Introduction:
Meas
1-4 Wait; Wait; Apart, -, Point, -; To­
gether, -, Touch, -; (To Loose CP)
M step back on L ft, point R  ft fwd 




1-4 Side, Touch, Side, Touch; Twirl, -2, 
-; Step, -Flare In, -, Cut Back, 2, 3, 
4;
In loose CP, M  step to side in LOD 
on L ft, touch R toe in back of L 
turning slightly to almost face 
RLOD, step to side in RLOD on R 
ft, touch L toe in back of R  turning 
slightly to almost face LOD; M  step 
fwd in LOD on L ft turning 1/2 R
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face, step on R beside L (W  step 
fwd on R turning 1 /2 R  face under 
her R  & M ’s L arm, step L beside R  
end facing RLOD in open pos M ’s 
L W ’s R  hands jo in ed ); M step fwd 
in RLOD on L, flare R  ft around & 
thru turning in twd ptr Vi L face 
stepping fwd on R  in LOD (W  turn 
Vi R  face) taking semi-closed pos 
to face LOD; M cross L ft in front 
of R taking weight on L, slide R  ft 
back twd RLOD taking weight on 
R , cross L over R  again, slide R  ft 
back taking weight on R;
5-8 Roil, 2 , S ide , C lose , S ide , 
Reverse Roll, -, 2 , -; S ide , C lose, 
S ide , -;
Releasing handholds, ptr roll away 
and down LOD with two slow steps
Back C lose; FW D, Lock, FW D, Lock; 
S ide , -, C lose , -;
M step fwd in LOD on L, hold 1 ct 
(W  back on R ) ,  step to side on R 
close L to R; cross R  in front of L 
(W  X I B )  to snug banjo pos, hold 
1 ct, M step back on L in RLOD, 
close R  to L (W  fwd on R  close L 
to R ; keeping heels o ff floor and 
progressing LOD slide L ft fwd, 
slide R  ft to and in back of L (lock ­
ing ankles) take weight on R, slide 
L fwd again, slide R  to L in back 
take weight on R  (W  back on R, 
slide L to R  crossed in front of R, 
back on R, cross L in front of R ) do 
not lift feet o ff floor on meas 19; 





D o you need a new and different 
theme for this month’s special dance? 
H ow about a "People T o People” 
dance! Have each couple invite a non­
square dancing couple to the dance. 
Program some easy circle mixers, a 
few simple folk dances, and then work 
into some easy square dances with 
basic calls. By the time the evening 
is over, your non-square dancing 
neighbors w ill be ready and willing to 
learn to square dance!
L, R, turning L face (W  turn R 
face); M ’s back to COH, join both 
hands. Step to side on L in LOD, 
close R  to L, step on L, hold 1 ct; 
repeat meas 5 and 6 in RLOD, M 
stepping R L  and turning R  face (W  
L  fa ce ); end facing in loose CP M ’s 
back to COH.
9-16 Repeat Part A  M eas 1-8 M anuv 
1 /4  L Face on M eas 16 to CP, M 
Face LOD.
PART B
17-20 FW D, -, S ide , C lose ; Cross,
on L ,  hold 1 ct, close R  to L, hold 1 
ct (W  step R  to side in front of M 
close L to R ) to CP;
21-24 D ip, -, Recover, -; W a lk , -, 2 , -; 
D ip, Recover, -; T w ir l, -, 2 -;
M dip back on L in RLOD, hold 1 
ct, recover on R, hold 1 ct; walk 
fwd two slow steps L, R, in LOD; M 
repeat meas 21 and 22 while W  does 
one R face twirl RL under her R 
and M ’s L arm in LOD to CP.
25-32 Repeat M eas 17-24 End in C P .
j ?
22 AM ERICAN SQUARES
By M ary  and Bill Lynn
Just a-sittin’ and dreamin’ . . . The 
pole is locked in a lazy grip and the 
line dangles carelessly into the water. 
Fishin’ and sittin’ . . . An up-start 
pebble rolls from out of nowhere to 
plunge into the mirrored sky sending 
out concentric ripples forming circle 
after circle. Clouds overhead draw our 
eyes upward from the ripples chang­
ing our thoughts and reflections.
Just sittin’ and dreamin’ on an easy 
summer morning brings to mind the 
many circles of dancers rounding for 
fun and sociability, and the clouds 
overhead remind us o f t h e  ever- 
changing dance patterns that we en­
joy.
One of those elusive fragments of 
thought suggests how easy our fun- 
filled activity really is. H ow  many 
basic movements do we have? Oh, so 
few in respect to our kin, Square 
Dancing. The new dancer who wishes 
to Square Dance must soend night 
after night to learn some 30 fairlv 
standard basics. Then to his surprise, 
when he has accomplished these and 
he enters into club social Square Danc­
ing, he finds several new basics which 
will at least cause a little more con­
centration.
Square Dancing is growing and 
healthy also, and whatever new basics 
and movements are needed will be 
again decided upon by the dancers. 
Our basic concern, as Round Dancers, 
is that each new Square Dancer be 
founded not only in Square Dance
basics but introduced to Round Danc­
ing as well. These activities go hand- 
in-hand for a well-programmed even­
ing, but we must start even —  no 
handicaps ^lease!
Each of us has heard the Square 
Dance Caller say: "'Would like to 
present a round at such and such a 
dance —  it must be taught in 10 min­
utes” ! This is again quite easy. But 
how ineffectual such a orogram is 
where the dancers have had no back­
ground in Round Dancing. Ten min­
utes to teach a dance —  yes easily —  
but not where basics must be pre­
sented. More time is necessary —  the 
amount of time depending on the skill 
of the leader and on the fundamental 
premise that no dancer is allowed to 
fail in his attempt to perform the 
chosen Round. Everyone’s wish is to 
Round Dance. W e cannot allow fail­
ure; we must "sell” Round Dancing 
by selection of material for the proper 
level of our dancers.
Certainly present Round Dances at 
your Square Dance since we enjoy 
both and they are needed together. 
New dancers —  start right —  basic 
Squares and an introduction to Round 
Dancing. Callers, help your dancing 
friends and make it easier for yourself. 
Start o ff even —  your dancers w on’t 
forget you for that extra effort. Let’s 
share Rounds and Squares . . . There 
goes a pull on the line —  we’re having 
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RECORD DEALERS NOTE!
Big things are  happening  at H eritage . 
W e're exp and in g  to serve you better. 
N ow  w e  can serve you fa ste r and 
m ore e ffic ien tly  than eve r before . 
Let us f ill yo u r next o rder fo r:
• Records
• Books
• Sound Equipm ent
• Record Cases
® M an y O ther Items
Call us collect for orders of 50 or more records. 
Write for catalogs.
Note our new name — its a sign of progress.
~ \ \ ty\ xtU L
(formerly Heritage-American Co.)
— wholesale only —
Phones: 762-9444 , 762-9445 
P. O . Box 62 , M oline , III.
C O M P A C T  
S O U N D  
S Y S T E M
N ow  that compact cars are so popu­
lar, have you ever said to yourself, 
"Boy, I sure wish I could invent a 
sound system that was more compact” ? 
Jim Hilton of Oakland, California not 
only wished that, but made the wish 
a reality. A  newcomer in the field 
of portable sound, Hilton Audio Pro­
ducts, is introducing a new line of 
compact equipment designed especial­
ly for square dance callers and dance 
instructors.
Jim started square dancing in 1952, 
became a caller, and is now the caller 
for the Montclair Squares in the Oak­
land area. He devotes full time to the 
production o f sound equipment for 
callers.
After learning to call, Jim Hilton 
realized that there was a definite need 
in the square dance field for an im­
proved monitoring system. He de­
signed and patented a unique monitor­
ing system, later expanding to a com ­
plete amplifier-monitor combination. 
This unit is being used from coast to
i f Z Z S I Z S f
IF \ COULD BE WITH YOU
o rig in a l sing ing call by Don H ills 
Flip Instrum ental 
No. 569 
W ESTERN JU B ILEE RECORDS 
4146 E. Beatrice  
Phoenix , A rizo n a
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coast, and in Hawaii, the Phillipines 
and Europe.
Tw o cases, 13 1/2 inches wide, 
12 1 /2 inches deep and 13 inches high, 
bring today's caller the amplifier, 
turntable, two main speakers, monti- 
tor amplifier, monitor speaker, record 
case for 43 and 78 rpm records, and 
space enough for a microphone and 
extra wire.
The production of these compact 
units is now getting under way. Also, 
now in the experimental stage, is a 
super power unit with a total power 
o f 130 watts.
A long with producing this innova­
tion in the sound field, Jim Hilton 
has furnished the sound for several of 
the large square dance functions, in­
cluding the Fresno Squarama, the 
State Convention in Sacramento, and 
the Silver State Jubilee in Reno. His 
more than ample experience has well- 
qualified him to conduct discussion 
panels on square dance sound at sever­
al callers association meetings.
SQUARE DANCE DRESSES
W hy settle for anything less when an original 
by Bettina can be yours at such moderate cost.
Send for your FREE copy of our "Portable Show ­
room" and compare the quality, styling and  
value. You7!! be am azed at the savings.
BILL BETTINA
2110 N. W. Miami Court — Miami 37, Fla.
SPRING BEAUTIES
a bouquet of them!
No. 221-45 SWEET DREAMS
roses in w altz time, creamy in a moonlit 
garden.
No. 235-45 WE TWO
lilacs, fragrant and purple.
No. 237-45 MORNING GLORY  
WALTZ
blue, of course, and gay against an adobe  
w all.
No. 239-45 DREAMERS' TWO-STEP
as brisk as buttercups.
This is the nosegay of our dances that you iearn- 
ed at the National Convention. (The flip sides 
will give you Irish W altz, Muskrat Ramble, Pony 
Tail Hop, and Cham pagne W altz).
Dance them through the summer evenings. Start 
right in. Your dealer has them.
ask for our catalog
LLOYD SHAW RECORDINGS, INC.
P. O. Box 203, Colorado Spring, Colorado
A < n c
You 'll have  a T iger
by the ta il w hen  you use these
TW O SUPERIOR-TYPE SQ U ARES
No. 1008
LET'S THINK ABOUT LIVING
a rea l toe-tappin ' tune 
No. 1009
HEY, LOOK ME OVER
from  the B ro a d w a y  m usical "W ild ca t"
Both w ith  ca lls by 
JO H N  HENDRON 
flip  instrum ental
Music by
Burton's W ran g le rs
N ationa l Jo b b e rs : H eritage 
P. O . Box 62 , M oline , III.
DANCE to BURTON'S WRANGLERS 
at the NATIONAL CONVENTION
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OLD TIMER RECORDS
No. 8166 Mister MoonlightZ/Instrumental 
Square Dance with calls by Vernon Harris
A standard, modern glossary call. Tone quality and instrumental excellent. 
No, 8167 W heels//Instrumental 
Square Dance with calls by Johnny Schultz
A very peppy call, delivered in a slick, professional manner. The joy that
]ohnny projects in his calling should make this one a hit.
LIGHTNING S RECORDS
No. 507 M .T.A.//Instrum ental 
Square Dance with calls by M arvin Shilling
Marvin Shilling adds another to a long series of hits. A  very strong folk
characteristic in the music makes this a very welcome item.
No. 801 Rub-A-Dub Square//Instrumental 
Square Dance with calls by Tex Brownlee
A very good idea, but the call is not as distinct as it might be.
M acGREGOR RECORDS
No. 8795 Blue Skies SquareZ/Instrumental 
No, 8825 Shanty Town//Instrum ental 
Square Dances with calls by "Jonesy".
Jonesy gets back in the groove and delivers a very nice call to "Blue Skies.” 
A  medium level dance. He also does an excellent job with "Shanty Tow n” . The 
figure is new and designed for club dancers.
No. 8805 One Dozen Roses//Instrumental 
No. 8835 W hen Pa Was Courtin’ Ma//Instrumental 
Square Dances with calls by Bob Van Antwerp
The "Roses” are done up in excellent style. The dance is not too difficult for 
recent graduates of square dance classes. Bob scores for a second time with 
"Pa” using a nice simple figure.
No. 8815 Helt’s Hash//Instrumental 
No. 8845 Marked Cards/./Instrumental 
Square Dances with calls by Jerry Helt
Tw o hi-level hash calls delivered in superb style. Jerry’s fans should find 
these most acceptable.
BLUE STAR RECORDS
No. 1579 Somebody Loves You//Instrum ental 
No. 1580 Old Fashion Love//Instrumental 
Square Dances with Calls by Andy A n d rus.
A pair of nicely called dances. Good listening and pleasant dancing. First class 
instrumentals 
WESTERN JUBILEE RECORDS
No. 569 If I Could Be W ith You//Instrum ental 
Square Dance with calls by Don Hills
A simple enough pattern to be popular with beginners —  very pleasantly 
called.
BELMAR RECORDS
No. 5016 Boil the Cabbage D ow n //B lack  Mt. Rag 
Hoedowns played by Balmer's Grand Canyon Boys
A newly recorded pair of traditional tunes very nicely played by Ellis McBride, 
fiddler. "Boil the Cabbage” is probably better than any other previously made 
recording o f that tune.
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BOGAN RECORDS
No. 1130 Cherokee Maiden//Instrumental 
No. 1131 What F u n  It’s Gonna Be//Instrumental
Square Dances with calls by Billy Lewis
A  rather poor \ balance between voice and music makes the first of this pair 
an unhappy record. The call however, is a welcome novelty and perhaps you 
can improve on the performance yourself. The second is another glossary 
dance and even the caller seems bored with it.
TOP CALLER RECORDS
No. 25011 A Smile W ill Go A Long Long W ay//Instrum ental
Square Dance with call by "Doc" Heimbach
N ot particularly impressed with this one as "'Doc” sounds a lot better in person. 
I am reminded that this is exactly the same review I gave him about 3 years 
ago. Evidently my instincts have not changed and my opinion remains the same.
No. 25012 Sweet Georgia Brown//Instrumental 
Square Dance with call by Vern Smith
Pleasantly done with a neat delivery. Should be a hit.
No. 25013 Dollar Down, Dollar A  Week/./Instrumental 
Square Dance with call by Lou Hildebrand
A  pleasing record and you w ill enjoy dancing to it.
No. 25014 Swanee//Instrumental 
Square Dance with call by Chip Hendrickson
Chip has designed a new figure for a superb instrumental. I prefer to hear 
him live as this recording makes him sound affectedly Texan.
KNOW YOUR HORRY —  READ A MAGAZINE
PLANNING A  FLORIDA  
V A CA TIO N ?
COMPLETE SCHEDULE OF DANCES  
THROUGHOUT FLORIDA EVERY OTHER 
MONTH IN
Bow & Swing
$2.00 a year -  SAMPLE CO PY FREE -  Write: 
Box 891 Kissimmee, Florida
Northern Junket
The Square Dance Magazine That Is Different!
$2.50 brings the next 12 issues 
to your m ailbox.
SAMPLE CO PY — 25 cents
RALPH PAGE
182 Pearl Street, Keene 5, N.H.
The Midwest Dancer
A m agazine of Round and Square Dancing
314 Cumberland Parkw ay  
Des Plaines, Illinois
Published monthly except July and August
SUBSCRIPTION -  $2.00 Per Year 
Advertising Rates Upon Request
•  DANCE DESCRIPTIONS •  NEW S FROM 
EVERYW HERE •  TEACHER'S ROSTER •  R/D  
CLUB LISTINGS N ATIONALLY •  M any other 
items of value to all ROUND DANCERS.
M ailing Rate — $3.00 per year  
Canadian  and Foreign: $3.50 per year
R O U N D  D A N C E R
1250 W . Garnette, Tucson, Arizona
LET'S SQUARE DANCE
American S/D in the 
United Kingdom
Introductory offer: First 12 issues $1.00 
Published by the British Assn. of Am. S/D  
Clubs, 26 Coleridge House,, Churchill G a r­
dens, London, S.W. 1, England.
% S o u t L m R  * " « * *
COMPLETE NEWS OF SQUARE D A N CIN G  
O VER THE SOUTHEAST  
SUBSCRIPTION RATE $2.00 PER YEAR 
For Information or Sam ple Copy W rite: 
BILL SAWTELLE, editor 
1116 Gordon St. Memphis, Tenn.
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Successful Union
By Vesta and A l Z a jice k , B erea , O hio
Round and square dancing are part 
of the same basic activity and because 
of this, they should both start to­
gether.
There are some who call themselves 
"just square dancers” and feel that 
round dancing should not be a part of 
the square dance picture. They feel 
that way because they have never 
learned other types of dancing. Some 
have felt that they have no sense of 
rhythm, and that even without perfect 
timing can enjoy square dancing.
Actually, these people are keeping 
time to the music in square dancing.
By B. L. W illiam so n , Youngstow n , S. D.
After attending a few conventions 
and dances, my wife and I came home 
with a renewed spirit of enthusiasm 
toward square dancing. Because o f 
this spirit, we decided to do some self- 
improvement, and set the follow ing 
goals:
1. Dance ’em all, even if it is "join  
hands, swap and swing” .
2. Improve on timing, so that our 
dancers "feel” it, and gradually intro-
By Vince Beckey, M uscatine , Iow a 
People really don’t think we should 
have our roads filled with 1910 or 
old-model cars when we have such 
beautiful new cars to drive and ride 
in. W e put most o f these old cars on 
exhibit and let the people see what 
was driven in the years past. W hy 
not do the same in square dancing?
The old dances were beautiful. Let 
those who like to do them dance the 
oldies, but let’s progress! Let’s try all 
the new figures! Maybe they are not 
new basics. Maybe someone did use 
them before, but as long as we can
There are only a very few who serious­
ly lack the ability to keep in time 
with music. Man is, by nature, a 
rhythmic being, so, given the oppor­
tunity and the right kind of teaching, 
he is bound to express rhythm.
Try round dancing as part of the 
early training of new dancers. They 
learn rhythm, and the basic knowledge 
of what a two-step is, along with 
smoothness and good styling. This 
compliments the basics in square danc­
ing by making the caller’s job a little 
easier. As a result, we have square 
Dancers. They discover the Fun of 
Dancing, and they’ll move easily
Rename and Refr
duce new, easy material that would 
move the whole set as opposed to the 
old "swap and swing” , visiting couple 
dance.
3. Improve diction by using the 
tape recorder as a check, and improve 
our sound system.
4. Be original and different, and try 
not to imitate. W rite our dances to 
fit our crowd.
3. Never mention that the material 
given was "Western” .
Swap
dig them back up, rename them, and 
use them, let’s do it and refrain from 
criticizing the people that do it.
The only thing wrong with square 
dancing today is lazy callers. These 
are the callers who never program 
their dances, callers too lazy to show 
their dancers the new figures and who 
cover this up with the "I don’t like it, 
so I don’t call it” excuse. Also in­
cluded in this category are the callers 
who are greedy and w on’t let their 
dancers dance to travelling callers be­
cause they haven’t taught them
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through squares, rounds and contras 
and enjoy them all.
But we must face the fact that the 
teaching of these two parts requires 
completely different methods. The 
successful union of the two must be 
carefully planned to assure the par­
ticipating group happy dancing. Every 
beginners class should include rounds 
or contras, or both, because these are 
dances that depend on rhythm to such 
a degree that they even get our self- 
styled "no rhythm” friends dancing 
in spite o f themselves, and having 
more real fun than they’ve ever had 
before.
a i n
6. Instruct the dancers on styling.
7. As long as live music fills our 
needs 100 per cent, and the dancers 
want to pay the added fee, we will 
encourage it.
8. Practice, practice, practice!
Each dancer and caller should take a
good, honest look at himself now. 
Need any improving? Set your goals 
honestly and work hard toward realiz­
ing them. It’s worth the effort in the 
long run!
and Swing
enough to get through, and the callers 
who aren’t qualified to be callers be­
cause o f poor voices, lack of material 
and poor attitude.
Naturally, we have many, many 
good callers and many, many good 
dancers, but let’s not be divided in our 
goal to progress in square dancing. 
Let’s dance everything. The only rea­
sons people drop out of square danc­
ing are lack of interest, no challenge, 
and poor programs. Let’s all get to­
gether and give our dancers the best 
in square dancing.
Send N-O-W for yo u r copy of 
SQUARE DANCERS GUIDE
127 Basic Steps Explained In Simplified Terms 
With Illustrations and Large, C lear Print 
This book is up to date on all 
Square Dance Figures
A  M ust For 
Beg inners, Square  Dancers & Teachers
Send $1.00 plus* 10c postage to 
(Californians add 4c tax)
N O B L E  E.  S P E E S
24602 Eshelman Ave., Lomita, Calif.
Why Take Chances? 
DANCE WITH SAFETY
Use the "Velco" Twins
SLO-DOW N Powder to 
reduce slipping 
SPEE-DUP Mild Dance W ax  
No Dust — No Paraffin  
No Abrasives
16 oz. pkg. Slow-Down or 11 oz. pkg. Speed-Dup 
$1.75 postpaid
JOHN NY VEIOTTA SUPPLY SERVICE
809 Palm Ave., W. Hollywood 46, Calif.
LOOK! . . . CALLERS -  DANCERS
BADGES that ^SAY HELLO"
Any color, shape, style or design. Can copy 
any badge, motif. Send sketch for free dub 
sample. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Prices: Nam e—60c, Name and City—65c 
Name, Club and City—70c 
Sound equipment — Califone, Newcombs, 
Mikes, Tapes, Monitors, Var. Speed Motors in 
stock. Square Craft authentic handmade 
jewelry for men and women.
Write for our list of Goofy and Fun Badges
PLASTIC ENGRAVERS- 2
BOB ROTTMANN —  BEverly 3-5527 
11041 So. Talman Ave. Chicago 55, III.
Travel 100 miles each 
w ay (one square or 
more) to attend club or 
open dance. For appli­
cation form write:
WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS
P.O. Box 245 — Gig Harbor, W ash.
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#  CONVENTION SIDE TRIP —  Detroit and the surrounding area has much 
to offer the many square dancers during convention time. One of the most inviting 
side trips from the Convention is a visit to Greenfield Village and the Henry Ford 
Museum in Dearborn, Michigan. Founded by Henry Ford, one of the great advo­
cates of square dancing, the Village is a 200 acre outdoor museum with historical 
buildings, all telling of the U.S. heritage from the 1640’s to the late 19th 
Century. The Museum contains a full-scale replica o f Independence Hall, collec­
tions of fine arts, and the like, and 175 antique automobiles. Be sure to take 
this step into America’s past. The hours are 9 to 6:30 daily.
$  EUROPEAN NEWS —  The big event in Europe, the Summer Jamboree, 
Wiesbaden, Germany, gets under way with a warm-up dance, June 30. Both this 
event and the Jamboree, July 1, w ill be held at the Flainerberg Elementary School. 
Lloyd and Maizie Poole conducted a Monday Nite Round Dance Clinic, June 5, 
12, 19 and 26 at the A Y A  club, in Wiesbaden.
•  CALLERS ASSOCIATION —  New officers and a new name, the Square 
Dance Callers Association of N ew York, have been chosen in New York City. 
Officers are Piute Pete, President; Sol Gordon, Vice-President; Dave West, Secre­
tary; and Harry Lazar, Treasurer. — Irv Friedman
TW O C A L L E R - T E A C H E R  M A N U A L S
A  double edition . . . fo r TW O  levels of ca lling  experience
by JACK MANN
I. CO M PACT VERSION FOR THE "PRO"...................................................$2.00 postpaid
* Large collection of dances for the patter repertoire.
* A system of symbols for writing dances in shorthand.
* Important pointers on dealing with beginner classes.
* Abundant exercise m aterial, arranged in logical sequence, for teaching a 15-week square dance 
course.
Then, to fill in those items that are assumed as understood by the user of this m anual, the following  
book is available:
SI. EN LARGED EDITION ........  . . .  $ 3 .0 0  postpaid
SAM E CONTENTS AS THE FIRST M AN U A L PLUS THESE AD D IT IO N S FOR THE
NEW ER CALLER:
* Exact phraseology for teaching each basic.
* Important pointers on children's classes.
* Full supply of m aterial especially suitable for one-night stands.
* Specific pointers on selecting the proper patter record.
Send rem ittance (no b illing ) to: JA C K  M A N N , 540 A lc a tra z , O ak la n d  9 , C a lif .
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m ROUND DANCE W E E K  — Mike Passur, Mayor Pro-tem of San Antonio, 
Texas proclaimed June 4 through 10th Round Dance Week. Round dancers ap­
peared on the Ed Hyman show June 8 and on spot announcements during the 
week. H ow ’s that for excellent publicity! Try it in your area and promote 
round dancing and square dancing this summer. — Helen Gipson
#  HAMILTONS IN  OHIO —  The Frank Hamiltons of California will be in 
Dayton, conducting their 6th annual summer round dance workshop for the 
Miami Valley Round Dancers of Dayton, Ohio. It will be held at the Com­
munity Dance Pavilion, July 8 and 9. For more information write Mrs. John 
O ’Hara, 3109 Braddock Avenue, Kittering 20, Ohio.
— Margaret (Peg) Tulip an
@ OHIO NEWS —  The Auglaize County Fair, Wapakoneta, Ohio, will feature 
a Historical Pageant of Square Dancing on August 6. Immediately after the pro­
gram will be free square dancing for all. Summer dancing for the Fairwood 
Squares will be held at the air-conditioned Civic Center Hall in Brunswick 
Plaza. Caller for the August 3 program will be Ronnie Schneider.
The Second Annual Fall Festival, sponsored by the Lima Area Council of 
Square and Round Dance Clubs, w ill be held September 17 at the Allen County 
Fairgrounds. M.C. caller w ill be Ronnie Schneider who will be aided by many 
national and local callers. Grace W olf of Dayton will be in charge o f rounds,
— Tom m ie Jane and Berle Huffman
@ N EW  OFFICERS —  Newly elected officers for the 1961-62 season in the 
Kentucky Square Dance Callers Association are Floyd Bohart, President; Joe 
Witherington, Vice-President; Lee Potts, Treasurer; and Lorine Flamm, Secretary.
— Joe W itherington
Read A M ER IC A N  SQUARES -  the S-E-N-l-O-R Square  
Dance • Round Dance • Folk Dance M ag azine  
— each m onth.
M ore Ideas, M ore Dances, M ore Featu res, M ore N ew s, 
M ore Enjoym ent, M ore of Everyth ing !
And "SQUARES" is f irs t in yo u r m ail-box each month 
Keep up-to-date.
SUBSCRIBE NOW! JUST COMPLETE AND MAIL THE 
COUPON BELOW.
—  Visit Our Booth A t The National Convention —
SUBSCRIPTION
2514 - 1 6th Street 
M oline , Illino is 
Phone: 762-9444
SQUARE DANCE •  ROUND DANCE •  FOLK DANCE
NAME (print) _______      —..................
ADDRESS .........................................     - ............................
CITY ZONE STATE.....................
□  1 Y e a r  (12 issues) $2 .50  □  Check □  N ew
□  2 Y e a rs  (24 issues) $4 .00  □  M oney O rder □  Renew al





9  7th ATLAN TIC CONVENTION —  The committees of the Northern New 
Jersey Square Dancer’s Association are mighty busy working out every detail to 
insure all dancers a good time at the 7th Atlantic Covention, September 29, and 30. 
They are going all out to make sure you’ll have the time of your life.
Emphasis is being placed on dance floor facilities, good programming and 
spectator control. The addition of a ballroom on Steel Pier w ill alleviate pressure 
on other dance halls.
Late September in Atlantic City, New Jersey, the site of the convention, is 
wonderful. Write for information to N.N.J.S.D.A., Box 36, Metuchen, New 
Jersey, and don’t miss out on this promising convention!
#  SOUTHERN NEWS —  Tw o "firsts”  were initiated down South during the 
month of May. W ith both the Iris Festival’s Square Dance-O-Rama at Sumter, 
South Carolina, and the First Annual Spring Square Dance Festival at Asheville, 
North Carolina a huge success, Southern dancers can look forward to many more 
years of happy dancing. Past European News Editor, Cliff MacGuire, now located 
in Greenville, South Carolina, has graduated his first group of square dancers. 
Another group at Shiloh, South Carolina, will finish lessons in late summer.
— Cliff MacGuire
$  M O N T A N A ’S R O U N D -O -R A M A —  Dancers from Montana and neighbor­
ing states are looking forward to Montana’s first Round-O-Rama, August 12 and 
13 at Butte, Montana. Featured exhibition dancers w ill be Bob and Helen Smith- 
wick of San Diego, California, and Frank Reich will be the M.C. Everyone’s 
invited, so plan your vacation and include this special event! — Datus Herzog




A  new  Round Dance, a new  o r­
chestra , a new  id e a—w ith  chore­
o g raphy by Ju lie  & Bert Passer- 
ello . Flip side w ith  cues by Ju lie .
No. LP-1006
BEGINNER'S SQUARE 
DANCE ALBUM No. 1
Designed fo r those w ith  as little 
as 12 hours of instruction. Jim  
Enloe calls this one fo r you .
★  ★
SUNNY HILLS RECORDS
1600 SUNNY CREST FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
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MAIL (continued from  page 5) 
Dear Arvid:
Here’s my three year subscription 
check. I had thought to not order and 
Kirby’s article (June 1961) came out. 
It is worth the price alone. Also 
agreed with thoughts in the "Mail 
Bag” .
Mrs. Joseph G. Clapp 
Palm Springs, Calif.
Dear Arvid:
. . . Someone "found me” at the Na­
tional last year, stuck one of your 
Special Subscription blanks in my 
hand, and asked me if I wouldn’t like 
to sign it. N ow  I’m one of those com­
pulsive signer types, so, of course, I 
said I would and I did. That exper­
ience has lead me to some very, very 
good reading on dancing. I feel that 
your contributors are honest and give
helpful advice . . . So, may I thank 
whoever asked me to sign the blank? 
It has been most enjoyable get­
ting acquainted with AMERICAN 
SQUARES!
Margaret (Peg) Tulipan 
Dayton, Ohio
Dear Arvid:
. . . Some "callers” state "danced with 
—  club, learned a few singing calls, 
found I had a sense of rhythm and 
good memory.”  That’s all the effort 
they expended. A  few records . . . 
and they are "callers.” . . . Someday the 
people will wake up and realize that 
the approach of these fellows is all 
wrong. . . .
Carrie Stahl
Derby, Conn.
F R E E  
CATALOG NO. ■Ms




C A T A LO G -
Square and Round Dance records classified 
alphabetically, albums, books, stationery, P.A. 
systems, dancing shoes, plus many other 
hard to get items.
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
1210 E. Indian School Rd., Phoenix 14, Ariz.
Send for new
MIKE'S WESTERN STORE
C A T A LO G -
Nationally advertised brands at Low Prices. 
Square dance and western clothes, jewelry, 
boots, dresses, ties, concho belts, also many 
new original items.
FREE RECORD BONUS OFFER
Home of Mike Michele's Square Dance Barn
Kalox Records Present
No. 1011—My Blue Heaven/Flip. 
No. 1010—Somebody's Pushing/flip.
Caller —  C. O. Guest 
Band — Rhythm O utlaw s 
45 rpm — $1.45
Now on 45 rpm
No. 1004—False Hearted G irl/flip .
KALOX RECORD DIST. CO ., INC. 
316 S ta rr St., D a lla s , Texas
Square Dance Dresses
Mother and Daughter Dresses 
Peasant Dresses, Peasant 
Blouses and Skirts 
Square Dance Skirts
Ready to wear and made to order . . . Send 
for brochure and name of local supplier.
1460 WASHINGTON AVENUE 
MIAMI BEACH, FLA. TEL. 4E 8-8794
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COLD STAR RELEASES 
FOR A COLD STAR ■ VERT I
Fresh, new Round 




th annual national ^
CONVENTION
Detro it, June 29, 30, July 1
“ The Host with the Most’
N 6 W  ROUND DANCC8
§46G6 WHEN LIGHTS ARE LOW", a  truly "headliner" waltz composed by the 
;V ; ;mcornparoble:tfom o f JACK & NA STAPLETON o f 0etroff,;Mwsk by the
new and superb PETE tOFTHOUSE BAND.
3 e£;r’. ‘G "/ captivating two-step written by CHARLIE & OER-
18§|; f| vT8|J0|jlfhlhfEtfT o f  Torrance, Calif. Novel mulfiple-guitar music by the
!§ :; :tdtenfed LEN R A Y T < ^ g f $ f | § S ^ ^  • tfU ' [ "
*46$7 "DREAMY MELODY", a wait* with peal and interest put to*
J ^ (^ s| p ^ ^ b y O E N E  & IMA BAYLIS of Miami, Eld., with the incredibly smooth 
: ; music o f  the MEMO BERNABEI BAND, ' '
"CLARINET CAPERS", a  simple and altogether charming two-step polka 
constructed At & MARY BRUNDA0f :pf :Westport, Conh.,: bsi«g  fhe;- 
floor-bouncing music o f the BONNIE LEE BAND,
, ‘i : RiwfAQUARE
0 W $  wrltten^and called by MAX FO RSY# d f Indianapolis, Ind.,
■ !; ■* singing square ddhce is packed full o f action and rhythm. Thd..
makes like mad wjfftthc musfc* Flip» }mtn*mectal*
I M S  . : ' :V- ’ v  ;
HOWARD A-, D A V I C O N  
R I V E R  ROAD  
N E W C A S T L E , M E . 4
I w-a-vo qqijORk frswa
S q u a w  D r e s s e s Regular, Large and Junior Sizes
beautifully designed in Cotton Georgette and in Zuni
By the Yard . . .
Cotton Georgette . . .  the finest quality 
in more than 20 beautiful colors.
Zuni Cloth . . .  no-iron, semi-sheer, durable.
Braids . . .  ornamental and with Gold, Silver 
or Copper, keyed to Georgette and 
Zuni colors.
Accessory Trims . . .  attractive and unusual.
Send 25c for COM PLETE  folder with illustrations,  dress and yardage samples.
Dept. A
1 4 0 5  Jew ell Ave. Topeka, K an.
